PLAY MORE

WHAT IS AN AIR SUPPORTED DOME?
An air supported dome is a fabric membrane structure that is inflated and
supported entirely by internal air pressure fractionally greater than the external
air pressure (only 0.037psi more, in fact!). It does not require additional support
like a steel building or a tent, and can be built with much greater interior space
at far less cost and in a shorter amount of time.

NOTHING STOPS ACTIVITY INSIDE A DOME
A climate-controlled, state-of-the-art Yeadon fabric dome means no
compromising because of the elements, and keeps revenue rolling in all year.

NOT RAIN.

NOT HUMIDITY
OR WIND.

NOT SNOW.
NOT SAND.

NOT HEAT
OR COLD.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS OF AIR-SUPPORTED
DOMES INCLUDE:
● Cost efficient: 20 to 40% capex cost of conventional structures
● Speed of construction: 5 months
● Energy efficient: closed system + insulation + LED lighting
● Flexibility: can be moved if land use changes
● Minimal sunk costs if land use changes
● Long life with 20-year warranty
Components of a dome:
● Fabric membrane and insulation
● Support cables
● Anchoring system
● Lighting

● Entrance and exits
● Automated custom mechanical system
● AC units
● Inflation units
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WHY YEADON?
For over 40 years, we’ve manufactured and installed thousands of state-of-the-art
domes in 38 states, 10 provinces, 7 countries and 4 continents, and in some of the
most extreme climate conditions in the world. We specialize in large multi-sport
structures, tennis domes and athletic practice facilities. We provide total support,
from design and manufacturing to installation and ongoing service.

PROJECT
CONSULTING

SPECIFICATION MANUFACTURING INSTALLATION SERVICE
& DESIGN
& TAKEDOWN & SUPPORT

PROJECT CONSULTATION
We provide a complete range of engineering and technical support:
● Complete design, specifications and bid support
● Planning and feasibility studies
● Construction advice, consultation, stamped construction drawings
●P
 ermit assistance. Our designs meet and exceed industry standards, including
the ‘Air structure design and standards’ manual, ASI, ASCE 55-16, CSA, CAN S109, IBC and NFPA 701.

INSTALLATION
AND SERVICING
● All construction and takedown is
done with experienced in-house teams.
● Service contracts are the most cost-effective
way for our customers to keep their domes in top
condition and to lock in service-fees and dates.

WHAT IS THE WARRANTY?
● Yeadon offers a 20 year prorated fabric warranty on the outer fabric membrane of the
structures. We use a 28 oz. or 32 oz. per square yard (725g or 820g per m2) structural,
vinyl-coated, architectural-grade material.
● Domes are backed with a three-year fabrication warranty.
● All of Yeadon’s mechanical equipment and components carry a one year warranty.

LOCAL SERVICE PARTNERS =
QUICK AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
We have partnered with local representatives of major international specialist providers
for the Lighting and A/C units to ensure technical support and on the ground service.
Through our warranty and aftercare service packages, you just contact us, and we will
liaise with our local specialist partners to ensure your dome operates smoothly.
One point of contact. Hassle free operation!
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SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN
● At Yeadon, there is no such thing as a “one - size - fits - all” job. We will
design a dome specific to the needs and geography of each location.

MANUFACTURING
HOW ARE DOMES MORE COST EFFICIENT?
Air-supported structures cost a fraction of traditional bricks and mortar buildings.

LESS
LABOR

LESS
RESOURCES

GOES UP
FASTER

● We use only top-rated vinyl coated polyester fabrics, and dielectrically weld
100% of the structural seams (no sewing).
● Capacity to build as many as 40 domes per year.

OPERATIONAL
FAR QUICKER

After years of studies into financially successful domes in a variety of markets,
we can help you formulate a business plan for domes that will meet your financial
needs. With a good stream of rental revenue, a dome can realistically pay for itself
in 3-5 years and be a revenue producer for many years to come. We have dozens
of real-life examples of operating costs, average rental rates and revenue streams
to draw from, and can use that knowledge of the market to help you put together a
proforma to meet your financial goals.
A Yeadon dome makes sense because they are a fraction of the cost of traditional
construction and they can go up in a fraction of the time. And unlike any other
indoor solution an air dome can be taken down part of the year providing a
seasonal solution.
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PREMIUM PROJECTS

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY WISCONSIN, USA

SPORTSPLEX ALASKA, USA

KOORA ARENA
JEDDAH, KSA

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
ARIZONA, USA

PRESENTATION COLLEGE
SOUTH DAKOTA, USA
TEXANS PRACTICE DOME TEXAS, USA
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YEADON CLIENTS

HOW LONG DOES A DOME PROJECT TAKE?

Peace of mind. You will be in good company!
Some of our premier clients:

A dome has the potential to be erected and operational in as little as 20 weeks,
from agreement to opening. Civil works can be performed during the fabrication
and shipping stage.

PROJECT STAGES
1. ENGINEERING 2. DOME
3. SHIP
4. DOME
5. INTERNAL
AND DESIGN
FABRICATION FROM USA INSTALLATION SPORT FIT OUT
(4 weeks)

(5-7 weeks)

(4-6 weeks)

(2 weeks)

CIVIL WORKS
(4-6 weeks)

UNIQUE DESIGN = MORE USABLE SPACE
Our unique asymmetrical end design makes for more usable play space.
● Discourages climbing.
● Requires a smaller overall
dome footprint for regulation
field sizes.

Unusable space

Our domes
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Other domes

TOTAL PR0JECT TIMELINE
(20-24 weeks)

(4 weeks)

MULTISPORT DOMES

Maximize play space
When planning a dome, we help determine an optimum size for the available
space to accommodate multiple sports in one facility.

SAMPLE LAYOUTS

74’

Every Dome is unique. Some domes are designed to accommodate just one sport
while others are designed to accommodate many sports.
Some domes might be stand-alone while others might connect to a building.
Yeadon will work with your team to design the best solution for your site. Multiple
fields in one applying multiple sets of lines to the turf affords the most flexibility.
In a single sport dome like a football facility there are no overlapping field lines. The
result is a weatherproof schedule in a focused environment. A place where premiere
programs stay ahead of the competition.
There are more tennis domes across America than any other type. They are proven
as competitive amenities for country clubs, colleges and for the profitable business
of tennis pros and training facilities.
Multiple fields in one
Applying multiple sets of lines to the turf affords the most flexibility.

380°

Vehicle
air lock
(VAL)
Emergency
exit
120 suspended
LED lights
Emergency
exit

Dual
inflation
units

Walkway
around field

Regulation soccer field
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Football practice field

Regulation men’s
lacrosse

240°

Sectioned for multiple
practice fields

Emergency
exit

revolving /
entry module
combo

Emergency
exit
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FOOTBALL DOMES

In a single sport Dome like a football facility there are no overlapping field lines.
The result is a weatherproof schedule in a focused environment. A place where
premiere programs stay ahead of the competition.

TENNIS DOMES

There are more tennis domes across America than any other type. They
are proven as competitive amenities for country clubs, colleges and for the
profitable business of tennis pros and training facilities.

90’

36’

500’

Vehicle
air lock
(VAL)

202’

Emergency
exit

198
suspended
lights

118’

290’
Inflation
units

Dual
inflation
units
Emergency
exit

Backup
inflation

Revolving /
entry module
combo

SOCCER/BASEBALL DOMES

A soccer/softball Dome is an example of a smart pairing. Two regulation softball
fields and a full soccer pitch makes this a common layout for many high schools
and colleges.

Emergency
exit

Revolving /
entry module
combo

Emergency
exit

DOMES BUILT-TO-SUIT

When space or budgets are limited a smaller turf dome can be designed to
provide half-field practice space where schedules, plans, and player safety
are never at risk from extreme heat, cold, rain or snow.

74’

380’

202’

Vehicle
air lock
(VAL)

Emergency
exit
240’

Emergency
exit

Inflation
units

Dual
inflation
units

120
suspended
lights
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118’

Emergency
exit

Revolving /
entry module
combo

Emergency
exit

Emergency
exit

Revolving /
entry module
combo

Emergency
exit
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FABRIC MEMBRANE

INSULATION SYSTEMS

Our R-Plus insulation system
reduces energy costs associated
with air conditioning and heating.
Glass fiber or foil-faced bubblewrap insulation is installed in the
liner cavity (fig a) to reduce heat
transfer through the membrane.
For more specifics about insulation
options, speak to your sales rep.

The architectural fabric membrane is the most visible component of a dome’s
structure. The quality and finish of the fabric not only sets the tone for the aesthetic
of the dome, it’s absolutely critical to the dome’s lifespan.

EVERY DOME IS UNIQUE

This is no ordinary fabric. We use only high-quality vinyl architectural-grade fabric,
specifically engineered to provide strength, durability and aesthetic to our air
domes. The base fabric alone (fig a) consists of at least four layers, with added
protection from the top finish (fig b).

b.

Top finish

a.

Face coat
Back coat
Opaque coat (optional)
Adhesive coat
Fabric layer

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TOP FINISH

a. Base Fabric
Light-weight, coated
knit polyester provides
superior tensile strength,
tear and peel resistance,
UV protection, mildew
resistance and longterm performance
b. Top Finish
Added protection from
the elements, with
options to further extend

The top coat you choose will impact cost, but more importantly, it’s one of the
biggest factors in determining the long-term performance and aesthetic of your
dome. We offer three standard options, below.
PVDF Finish (Better)
• Stain + mildew resistant
• Repels water
• Improved cleanability
• Retains color + gloss
• 20 year lifespan
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a.

Structural outer
membrane

3’ batt
insulation

Thermal /
acoustic inner
liner

OPTIONS GALORE

When you’re designing your dome,
Options include:
• Opaque fabric
• Sunlights (translucent fabric)
• Patterns, logos or custom designs
printed or painted on the fabric
• Wide range of standard color choices
• Color matching to nearly any color
• Signage / branding / messaging
opportunities

BOLD IS BEAUTIFUL

The first 15 feet of wall space in a
dome needs a contrasting color
so balls are clearly visible. That’s a
perfect opportunity to proudly show
your colors. Shown below is the
bright and welcoming orange and
white color scheme at Quad Indoor
Sports in Evanston, IL.

Designing your dome
Exterior fabric is available in
a variety of standard colors
and finishes, but can also be
color-matched to nearly any
custom color.

TEDLAR® Finish (Best)
• UV + mildew resistant
• Colorfast + fade resistant
• Sheds snow and dirt
• Self-cleaning
• 20+ year lifespan
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INFLATION SYSTEMS

TRIPLE REDUNDANCY

THE PRINCIPLES OF INFLATION

It’s really very simple — the inflation unit inflates the dome (fig a) by filling it — like a
balloon — with an appropriate amount of air (fig b). Some air loss will occur naturally
each time a door is operated (fig c) or as a normal part of the air return system,
which decreases the air pressure. The inflation unit’s job is to continuously replace
the natural air loss so the appropriate air pressure is maintained and the dome stays
inflated (fig d).

The work of the primary inflation unit is
shared between its two fans, and each — on
its own — has the capacity keep the dome
inflated. For triple-redundancy, we include a
backup system with its own generator that
can handle inflation in the event of a poweroutage, mechanical failure or maintenance
downtime in the primary unit.

Back up
Primary

#

1

#

2

#

3

HEATING COLD-WEATHER DOMES
a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

d.

c.

d.

Maintaining comfort for users of the dome is important, but it’s really only the
beginning. Heat is an important tool in shedding snow off of the dome surface in
heavy snowfall. Crank the heat (and the air pressure to counter the weight of the
snow) and the dome will be just fine.

COOLING HOT-WEATHER DOMES
INFLATION UNIT PLACEMENT

We equip each dome with a primary system and backup system. The primary
inflation unit can be physically attached to the dome (fig a) or it can be positioned
up to hundreds of feet away (fig b) which significantly reduces noise and simplifies
snow removal but requires additional infrastructure investment.
b.

a.

Unit placement: a. Direct discharge and b. Bottom discharge
Independent
of dome

Attached to
dome

No snow
removal obstacles

b.

a.

Flush
with turf

Underground
ductwork

Flush with
interior
Exterior

Interior

Exterior

Interior
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In the most extreme heat, the membrane sheilds from harmful UV rays of the
scorching sun, but the cooling system is the hero in keeping temps comfortable.
Extreme heat often comes with heavy winds, in which case increase air pressure
makes the walls more rigid and reduces deflection.

AUTOMATION

Two things determine the
optimal temperature and
pressure in your dome - Weather
and Schedule. Yeadon systems
are simply safer becaue they
react faster to changes. And
becuase of this safety desing,
they are also the most efficient
to operate. Weather sensors and
remote controls make monitoirng
and adjusting easy.
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LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL
Yeadon Domes are pre-wired between the inner and outer membranes and ready for
final connection by your electrician. Our round lights have one hanging cable and save
hours during put-up compared to the fussy connections and leveling that rectangle
lights require.

SEEN IN THE RIGHT LIGHT

There’s no single formula for getting the light right in a dome. The choice is informed
by everything from the size of the ball for the sports being played, to whether it’s
primarily a practice dome or if competitive standards should be considered. Our
consultative approach to lighting ensures you get the appropriate light for the
applications you need. We’ll do a full photometric evaluation during the design phase
and recommend a lighting package that’s just right for you and the sorts you are
hosting in your dome.
Lighting systems
a. Suspended lights
are most effective but
require a lift to service
while the dome is up
b. Light stands are
easier to service, but
result in a dimmer
environment with more
hot spots

a.

Secured
to dome
membrane

Emergency
lights with
protective cage

b.

Optional
protective
cage
Optional
protective
netting

Sway
limiting
cable

Bolted to
grade beam

LED: THE NEW STANDARD

Stand folds
down for
servicing

LED fixtures produce light far more efficiently than
other bulbs. Plus, they’re longer-lasting and reach
full brightness instantly. If you’re quoted an inferior
system by the competition, you may be able to
save some money up front, but you’re likely to start
experiencing noticable light decay within 5 years.
We’ll show you all your options so you can make the
right, long-term lighting decision.
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REFLECTING WELL
ON YOUR DOME

Lights shine upwards and
reflect off dome interior

a.

Whether using suspended
or stand lights, the most
effective way to flood a
dome with light is to point
lights upwards and reflect
the light off the dome
surface (fig a) back down
onto the field. This results in consistent, bright lighting, without the blinding hot
flashes that can happen when players look directly into a light. There are some
instances where having the lights shine down is preferable.

ELECTRICAL

b.

While your general contractor is typically responsible for most of the electrical work
for the job site — including powering the base of the dome and the mechanicals
— we prewire the dome membrane itself for all necessary lighting (fig b) so that
everything is in place when the dome is inflated and in the air. With proper planning
and close coordination with the project architects and general contractor, the dome
can also be prewired with cabling
for things like security cameras or other security
a.
equipment, as well as audio systems, wireless networking equipment or other
data needs for integration with a building automation system. General contractor
responsibilities include: conduit and electrical service to inflation unit, conduit and
electrical service to designated grade beam locations, lighting switch/controls and
section split wiring.
Membrane pre-wiring
b. Wiring for suspended lights is pre-wired inside
the membrane and indicated in drawings
b.

Power runs up
through dome wall

Electrical prewiring
in dome membrane

Electrical
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ENTRY / EXIT MODULES
a.
a.
a.

b.
b.
b.

g.
g.
g.

h.
h.
h.

Yeadon has customized pressure-balanced doors that stand up to the elements. Allaluminum construction means no rusting parts. There are a variety of options to meet
the code and access requirement of your dome.
3-Leaf Revolving / Balanced Emergency Exit Module
a.a.

a. HCAP on left
b. HCAP on right

c. 3
 -Leaf Revolving
Entry Module
d. 4
 -Leaf Revolving
Entry Module

b.b.

a.

g. g.
b.

c.
c.
c.

c. c.

h.h.
g.

d.
d.
d.

d.d.
c.

h.
i.
i.
i.

i. i.
d.

e.
e.
e.

g. H
 CAP Balanced
Exit Door
h. D
 ouble HCAP
Balanced Exit

j.
j.
j.

i. Rigid Entry Module
j. F
 abric Covered Entry
Module w/Side Panel
and Arched Top

j. j.
i.

j.
k.
k.
k.

f.
f.
f.

k. 4
 -Leaf Revolving
Entry Module Combo

3-Leaf Revolving /Entry Module Combo
e. Flat roof
f. Sloped roof

e. e.

f. f.
e.
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k.k.
f.

k.
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VEHICLE AIR LOCKS
.a Vehicle Air Lock
a.
.a

.b
.b Vehicle Air Lock
b.
with Balanced
Exit Mandoor
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NETTING, CURTAINS
AND BANNERS

NETS AND RENTAL INCOME

Nets, solid curtains, batting cages and banners all finish off your dome delivering
safety, function and pride.

SAFETY, SUBDIVISION
AND SIGHT BLOCKING

Appropriate placement of
netting and curtains makes
your dome more versatile,
more usable and safe.

HIGH QUALITY NETTING

Nets are primarily used to define and
subdivide fields for practice, as well as
for spectator safety. The perimeter net
prevents balls from hitting walkers.

Net

Curtain

CURTAINS REDUCE VISUAL NOISE
FABRIC CURTAINS

Curtains are opaque and made of the
same architectural fabric as the dome
membrane, and are used as visual
barriers to minimize distraction.

Nets and curtains are attached to and suspended from the dome membrane, with
additional support in the center and as needed across the cable runs.

BANNERS

Inside and outside of the dome, banners
can reinforce school pride and raise revenue
with field sponsors and paid advertisers.
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If you’re renting your field on the off peak
hours, divider nets allow you to subdivide the
larger field into a number of smaller practice
fields and increase potential revenue. It’s
common to have two or three nets running
the width of the field in order to divide it into
three or four smaller fields that can be rented
individually for running drills and for focused
practice, or even to host indoor family play
time for kids and their parents.

In fast-paced games where players have to
be acutely focused on the position of the ball
— such as tennis —curtains can block out
movement of people walking by, or simply
erase visual noise and provide the contrast
of a solid wall of color.

BATTING CAGES, BALL NETS

We can also work with you to create
suspended batting cages or nets to protect
the dome membrane for applications like an
indoor driving range. Netting is very versatile.
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FAQ’S
How big can my dome be?
Domes can be from 30m wide up to 110m wide, and the length is unlimited!
What height can my dome be?
Height is typically 30% to 50% of the width. This is usually 15m to 30m high.
What is the life expectancy of a Yeadon dome?
Typical lifespan of a dome is 20-25 years on average with correct care and maintenance.
How do you clean the dome?
Domes can be pressure washed periodically to keep them looking their best. We recommend
choosing our special Tedlar Protective coating, which makes the fabric resistant to dirt and
staining, as well as providing UV protection, which will preserve the material.
Is a dome a temporary structure?
Although a dome is considered a permanent structure, it can be disassembled and moved to
another location by constructing a new concrete grade beam at the new site.
Is a dome energy efficient?
They are. Once inflated, very little energy is used to keep them up. Also, less energy is
required to cool them down as you only need to cool the air, not the structure itself. Our
space age R-Plus insulation and sealed entrances ensure that cool air stays inside. And
using high efficiency LED light fixtures means light on demand, with no wastage of power
while they warm up.
Can domes be branded?
Yes! We can add your own touch to your new dome. This can be beneficial for promoting
sponsors, offsetting the cost of the dome.
What are the color choices?
We can offer a selection of colors to choose from to personalize your dome.
Can a Yeadon structure be attached to an existing building easily?
Yes. Many projects require an attachment of the air structure to a fixed, permanent building.
Yeadon can assist in the design of transition curtains to meet the most difficult building code
and site conditions.
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What are my operating costs?
Generally costs are split across 3 different areas; cooling
(50%) lighting (30%) inflation (20%) (Operational costs
depend on the size of the dome)
Are air supported domes fire rated?
The domes are built with fire rated materials to meet or exceed building codes and the fabric
membrane is not flammable. The other primary materials are non-combustible steel and aluminum.
What are the different applications of a dome?
Sports facilities, storage facilities, remote sites - air-conditioned built space and farming.
What comes with the dome package?
Included

Not included

Anchoring system

Grade beam - we provide the
requirements, contractor to complete
design and get local stamping

Support cables

Utility connections - power requirements will be outlined

Fabric membrane and insulation system

AC Piping and Specialties

Entrances, exits, air-locks (vehicle)

Utility connections - water exterior dome cleaning,

Interior lighting

Utility connections - gas (if required)

Automated air handling units with state-of-the-art
sensors and remote monitoring (a/c and inflation units)

Interior fit-out - turf, base

Yeadon US staff installation supervision
(installation in other slide)

Permits and approvals

Shipping - costs estimated but will need to quote
closer to delivery date based on covid variability,
approx $115,000 (13 x 40 ft. containers)

Labor and Equipment onsite
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Yeadon Domes Middle East is a partnership between
Duplays Sports Services and Yeadon Domes US.
Yeadon Domes Middle East is the acting distributor of
Yeadon Domes across the Region. Yeadon Domes are
manufactured in the US.
Contact:
Yeadon Middle East
One JLT, Nook Office 2nd Floor,
JLT Dubai, UAE
Manufacturing and Company offices
575 SE 9th , Suite 20
Minneapolis, MN 55414 800-493-2366
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